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Refugee escapes terror
December 5, 1985/The Spectator
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by Chullaine O'Reilly/Asadulla Khan

He looked strangely outof place, like an
oriental king ill at ease in an occidental

fie

Seattle living room where we met
typically American. But he sat there
on the couch cross legged, an imposing
figure, an exile,an Afghan.
"Ipray for Afghanistan to be free," he
told me sadly, then pulled the brown blanket he was wrapped inalittle closer.
am 36 years
"My nameis Shir Aga andI
ofage," he said.
His cousin, an Afghan refugee who I
knew, had convinced Shir Aga to tell me
about how he had recently fled with his
family from Afghanistan. Ihad known
many Afghans,hadin factlived in that war
torn country.But Shir Aga was different.
His face was burned brown by the hot
desert sun. His dark hair was cut short. He
wore long flowing Afghan pants and a traditional Afghan shirt that reached to his
knees. He was barefoot.
But there was something different about
him. His deep brown eyes seemed to reflect the sadness ofhis country, as ifthe agony of Afghanistan's six million refugees
could be seen inhis war weary eyes.
"My family is originally from Kandahar," he said. "We have lived in Afghanistan for hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of years."
"1 have five brothers and two sisters.
Only one sister isleft in Afghanistan now.
My other brothers fled the communist bedid," he said.
I
When Ileft, my father was crying. He
was too much sad. The other sons had
gone before,now Iwas the last," he said.
The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, on
Dec. 6, 1979, had marked a turning point
in Shir Aga's life. He had graduated from
the country's only university and was
workingas a bank offical in Kabul, the nations capital, whenhe learned the Soviets
had invadedhis country.
"The day the communist Russians came
Iwas working. Iheard some noise, the
voice of guns," he said."By the next morning every people know that the Russians
have come to Afghanistan. We saw many
Russian soldiers inthe street withguns and
tanks."
"It surprisedeveryone,"he said. "It was
unbelievable for the people of Afghanistan
that the Russians had come and take our
country."
Shir Aga tried to go about his life until
could decipher the change of events.
But the invasion was barely over when
armed resistance to the Soviet invadersbegan. Like many of his country men, Shir
Aga was forced to choose sides.
The "mujahadeen," holy warriors ofIslam, had sprungup through out the coun-
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try when the cry of "jihad" began.

"Jihad," Shir Aga said, "is an Arabic

word.It means to fight against the people
who don't believe in God, to fight for Islam."
'When someone try to take your country, the religion of Islam allows you to
stand up and fight them," he said.
Iasked him ifhe was surprised that the
Afghans had resisted the invaders.
"It was obvious," he said quickly, "that
the people would fight the foreigners. We
are a brave people. We don't like the endurement of another country."
Shir Aga had tried to endure it, had
watched helplessly as his family, then his
country, started to fall apart. Within four
years of the invasion over six million Afghans had fled the country. Iran had taken
in over one million. Hundreds of thousands of the more affluent had fled to Europeand the UnitedStates.More thanfour
million were languishing in squalid refugeecamps inPakistan.
Shir Aga could not ignorewhat was happening all around him. TheRussian influence was felt everywhere.
"There were a lot of Russian supervisors atmy job, butIdidn't want toget contact withthem," he said. "Sometimes they
would give advice toour boss, tomakethe
program according to the wants of the
communist people."
Yet avoiding the Russian influence became harder as time went on.

"They had a special program on the TV
to teach the Russian language and to show
the life of the people in Russia. They
showed the good sideof their life there, for
examplepeoplegoing to college," he said.
His face took on a hard look as he recalled those days."lf you see that TV picture itis believable because Russiais a super power. But for the people of
Afghanistan it is nonsense because the
Russians areour enemyand wenever trust
our enemy," he said.
Rebellion in the Texas sizecountry took
many forms. Some Afghans, like Shir
Aga's friendRahmullah, took up arms and
openly fought the Soviets.
Rahmullah joinedJamiat Islami, one of
the many mujahadeen groups. He left his
home in Logar province and went to fight
the Russians in the Panjsher valley.
Rahmullah w^skilled.
Shir Aga decided to do what he could to
helpthemujahadeen inthe Kabul area. He
made arrangments to supply them withinformationabout Russian troopmovements
in the capital. Yet things were becoming
intolerable in the beleagured city.
"Many people from the provinces had
come into Kabul. The population there
was now very crowded. All the houses
were full," he said.
Things had changed for the Russians as
well,he said. Their war against the mujahadeen had proved futile. The elusive
guerrillas continued to play hide and seek,
striking at theSoviet army,then fading into
the mountains. Asmore and more of their
efforts were frustrated, the Soviets became more hostile to the people of Afghanistan.
"One day the mujahadeen ambushed a
Russian convoy," Shir Aga said. "When
moreRussians came to help,they couldn't
find the mujahadeen. So they killedall the
people they could find, the children, the
women,even theanimals."
Did the Russians kill civilians often, I
asked, or was this a mistake by over zealous troops.
"They dothis many times. Itis ordinary
for them. They want to empty Afghanistan," he said.
In 1983 Shir Aga was contacted by the
mujahadeen and told that he had to leave
the country immediately. The Russians
were aware ofhis activities with the mujahadeen and were coming to arrest him.
"I was working with the mujahadeen
and allthe time saying bad things about the
Russians. One night Igot a message that
we had to leave. It was very difficult," he
said.
With his wife and their two small sons,
ages six and one, he began the dangerous
trip to Pakistan and safety.

'

"All we took was a little clothes to protect from the coldness of the weather and «
some bread and eggs. We left our whole t
life behind," he said.
The same mujahadeen who had contacted him saw to his escape. They providedhim andhis family withan armed es- I
cort and horses.
"In the beginning wecame a few miles
by car. Then they prepare two horses and
twodonkeys for us," he said.
Their greatest fear was from the ever
present Russsian helicopters that patrolled
the border area.

*
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"Once during the day the helicopter
come and chase us. We get off the horses
and hide ourselves in the big stones of the
mountain," he said. "My six year old son
was very afraid. He said, 'Father we will
die.' So Igive him some encouragement.

No, we willride thehorses and escape. He
was full of fear. Iwill never forget that," he

said.

How long had ittaken to reach Pakistan?

"Five days," he said.
His face looked sad and tired. Did he
mind telling mehow he came to America.
After arriving in Pakistan he had appealed for refugee status at the American
embassyin Islamabad,Pakistan. Having a
cousin in Seattle hadhelped. He and his
family had arrived here in September,
1984.
Would he go back to Afghanistan if he
could?
'"Absolutely yes," he said quickly.
"Nearly allof the Afghanpeople have the
same feeling. When our country is free,
we willallgo home."
He must love Afghanistan very much I
said.
"Imagine paradise," he said. "If you
( ome uut from the paradise it means there
is no goodplace like it."
"For me Afghanistan is the paradise,"
Shir Aga said. "This is my feeling."
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Seattle gets
record snow
by Lisa Banks

Seattle has seen a record snowfall for
this time of year with17 inches in the past
two weeks.
Seattle University was forced toclose on
Friday, Nov. 22 and Wednesday, Nov. 27
due to snow and hazardous driving conditions. "We will not make up the two days'
lost because of closure," said Mark
Burnett, director of public relations.
"It's been at least six years since S.U.
has closed because of weather," Burnett
said. "It'sbeen very rare."
Burnett said Executive Vice-President
Gary Zimmerman makes the decisions
about school closure. "Basically, he gets
upat 5a.m. and talks to the statepatrol and

tries

to

determine weather conditions,"

Burnett said. Zimmerman consults with
other administrators, taking into account
the problems of commuter students, he

added.
The forecast for days ahead according to
NewsKING 1090: warming andrain.

Marion Avenue, locatedbetweenMarian Hall andthe Pigott Building, has a peaceful, majestic look following
S.U.s decision to shut down becauseof a record snowfallon Nov. 22 and 27.

Two S.U. students awarded $1,000scholarships
ning is bothcircumstantial and areflection
ofmy accomplishments, of whichIcanbe
proud."
TheSenior ChallengeScholarship is two
$1000 cash scholarships awarded to a junior and senior in fall quarter each year. According to Williams, the cash scholarship
is not necessarily meant for tuitionbut may
cover rent or food or enable workhours to

be cut so the student can concentrate on
studies.

The money for the scholarship is donated by graduating seniors each year, according to Williams. The graduates of
1985 were asked to pledge $19.85 each
year for three years beginning the year after graduation.

Williams said that the scholarship is a
student operation, "from the students, to
the students, for the students."

Criteria for applying is two fold, academic and extracurricular. A 2.5 grade
point average is required of applicants.
Unlike most scholarships the Senior Challenge does not mainly emphasize academics. The student must also submittwo rec-

Ijodi Anable, left,and NadineFabbiShushan are the recipients of this

Iyear's Senior Challenge Scholarships.
by Angie Babcock
\

Nadine FabbiShushan and Jodi Anable
were named the 1985-86 recipients of the
Senior Challenge Scholarship last week,
according to Todd Williams, student representative on the Senior ChallengeSchol-

arship committee.
"Due to the competitive nature of the
scholarship (everyone must) realize that
there are other students equally qualified
and deserving of it. In winningIfelt both
elated and humble," said FabbiShushan,
junior recipiant. "I recognize that my win-

ommendations concerning involvment in
extra-curricular activities onand off campus.
A personal statement explaining why
the applicant thinks she/he should receive

the scholarship must also be submitted.
Junior or senior standingisalso required.
This year 55 applications were received
by the five member scholarship committee. Thecommittee has one faculty, one financial aid and three student representa-

tives. According to Williams, he would
like to see twomore students on nextyear's
committee so there may be a representative fromeach school making amore wellrounded committee.
Eachapplication is readby all fivemembers and given a rating fromone to five by
each. A filtering out process is done until
they find a winner. Williams said that
sometimes itishard to choosebetweenthe
final few and although he is not speaking

for the entire committee, hehas a few recommendations for anyone considering applying that may help when it comes down
to those few.
"The easier it is for them to read, the
better," said Williams. He suggests taking
special effort with writing and appearance, especially grammar, spelling and
typing.
Followingdirections is also important.
Williams points out that if the committee
asks for two letters of recommendations
that is all that should be submitted.
As far as recommendations go Williams
suggestsbeing diverse. He said it's a good
idea to get the recommendations from two
completely separate sources. For example, one from a pastor and one from a professor.
When writing a personal statement "try
notto toot your ownhorn," said Williams.
"Let the recommendations do that." Included inthe personal statement should be
whatis mostimportant inone'slife as well
as what hasbeen learned and future goals.
Williams said that it is helpful to put accomplishments in resume form and then
writethe statement.

S.U. dean clarifies his standon AIDS issue
by John Teehan

Editor's note: This article is a clarification of comments madeby Dave Pollick in
the Nov. 14 issue of The Spectator. Althoughprinted in the Nov. 21issue, it was

not printed in it's entirety, thus omitting
pertinent information.
As the AIDS issue becomes more involved both medically and socially, a
larger portion of society deems it synonymous with homosexuality. It has been that
way since AIDS was first recognized. It's
now getting worse.
For instance, members of Congress advocate makingit a federal crime for homosexuals and drug users to donate blood. A
417-7 vote inthe House twomonths ago favors giving the U.S. surgeon general the

right to close down gay bathhouses.
Even the military has decided to take
action against AIDS. Cadets and instructors in the armed forces, including ROTC
personnel, will have to undergo a blood
test, called the HTLV-IH blood test. It
—
screens for the presence of antibodies
substances producedby the body to fight
specific organisms to see ifa personhas
beenexposed to the AIDS virus.
Those found with the AIDS antibody
willnot be allowed into the military. Those
already in the military, includingROTC,
who actually developAIDS will be honorably discharged.
This bothers Dave Pollick, not because
the militaryhas decided to go ahead witha
test, but because of possible discriminatory action against homosexuals.

—

Pollick, dean of the College ofArts and

concerned that the test may
"become a litmus test for sexual perference."
A supporter of gay rights, Pollick was
quoted in the Nov. 14 issueof The Spectatoras saying heis "amazedthat people are
concerned about it (AIDS test). The test
for AIDS is not any more repugnant than
the test for hemorrhoids."
Although he was not misquoted,Pollick
believes he was quoted out of context,
since it occurred before a quote by Barry
"
Eben, director of Seattle University's
counseling center.
Eben said: "Tohave a positive result on
an antibody test wouldhave to be a frightening event in a person's life."
The article in the Nov. 14 issue did not
Sciences, is

attempt to make

Pollick seem insensitive
towardthe gaycommunity, althoughhebelieves itdid.
On the contrary, Pollick is verysensitive
toward the plight of homosexuals. He is
upset,because: "Unfortunately,AIDShas
become synonymous with homosexuality."
With ostracism and discrimination occurring more regularly toward homosexuals because of the AIDS question, it is
clearly evident, Pollick said, that S.U.
must be viewed as sensitive toward the issue
"Discrimination against any member of
our community is totally unacceptable,"
Pollick said.

.
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Theology majors denied financial aid
separated. The state legislature clearly

by Laurinda Clark

states the matter in law 288.10.814. "No
aid shall be awarded to any student who is
pursuing a degree in theology." Effective
July 1,1970.
Janet Crombie, director of financial aid
at Seattle University, said, "Granting
money to study religion has not fit into the
definition of supporting the separation of
church and state." She further explained
the federal definition of theology was
based on the assumption a student is preparing for the seminary.
What is their foundation for this definition? Websters Third New International
Dictionary, 1976, gives the following definitions of theology: Rational interpretationof religious faith, practice and experience; the analytical andhistorical study of
religious beliefs; the interpretation of religious beliefs in relation to contemporary
thought andlife." Those definitions do not
mention the preparation of a person for
seminary.
Some states get away from the sticky
question of what theology excludes by defining the difference between religious
studies, including the study ofreligion and
theology relating to preparation for the

Students come tocollege to seek aneducation that will help meet dreams in an
area ofchoosing andinterest. Whether it is
business, biology, education or engineering, the problem of finances always surfaces.
How would you like it though, if after
choosing your major you found you were
not eligible for a grant because your major
wasdifferent thaneverybody elses?
Would you be angry or frustrated? Understanding?
Thisis not a hypotheticalquestion, but a
fact.Students whoare theologymajors are
not eligible for state need grants.
A professor of theology at Seattle University, whoasked to remain anonymous,
said, "I don'tthink it's fair,but it'skindof
something you have to live with and accept." The professor felt the state need
grants could be applied to regular course .
tuition,rather than theology classes.
But why theologymajors?
The U. S. Constitution is designed to
separate church and state. The First
Amendment states Congress cannot make
laws "respecting an establishmentof religionor the prohibition of the freeexercises
thereof." The 14th Amendment applies
this clause to the states and extends to include all government related involvement
in religion.

Hence since state need grants are government funded, religious education students are not supposed to be eligible for
these grants.
But it goes further than that. ISince tne
14th Amendment applies the clause to the
states, each state has its own opportunity
to establish further definitions. Some
states areless strict thanothers. Wisconsin

seminary.

and Washington are toof the stricter states.
The state of Washington has set up very
stringent provisions againstsupporting the
mixing ofchurch and state as evidenced by
the state constitution.
Article 1Section 11: "No public money
or property shall be appropriatedfor, or
appled to any religious worship exercises
or instruction, or the support of any reli-

gious establishment."

Article 9 Section 4: "Tuition

grants by

the state tostudents at non-public religious
oriented schools, whether on thebasis of
need or not, without restrictions upon the
use of such funds, because of their ultialbeit incident beneficialeffect upon
such sectarian institutions, constitute an
advancement ofreligion in violation ofthe
mate,

Clause of the U. S. ConstiEstablishment
"
tution.

Obviously church

and

state are clearly

In the state of Washington the legislature
determines the initial definition of theology.' Denis Curry, deputy coordinator of
the Council For Post-Secondary Education in Olympia, said if there ever was a
question about the definition the council
wouldconsult theattorney general for further definitions. TheCouncil for Post-Secondary Education isincharge ofallocating
state need grants in Washington.

In the end, where does it leave theology
majors whoare having financial troubles?
Out in the cold on the steps of the state
Capital, or just as they arenow?

—

S.U.

employees
want fair pay

BRIANROONEY/THE SPECTATOR

Some unknown S.U. employees are complaining about not receiving

enough pay for theirservices.

by Alison West fall
Are Seattle University employees underpaid, overpaid, or paid equivalent to
area universities?
According to the "DisgruntledEmployees Union," (GRUNT) whose members
wish to remain anonymous, S.U. employees, due to a hiring freeze, are understaffed and underpaid.
In a letter to the Spectator, GRUNT
voiced complaints about a freeze in staff
positions and a high turnover rate which
seems to conflict with a university that
boasts surpluses at the end of the year.
In an effort to investigate GRUNT's
complaints, informationconcerning salaries and wages of S.U. employees to be
used in a comparison withother univerties
was requested from Virginia Parks, vicepresident of finance.
The request was denied by Parks. She
said the information was not public record
and therefore not available.
Parksadded that the University's system
for hiring and maintaining employees and
staff was currently being reviewed by an
outside consultant.
The consultant, said Parks, provided a
questionnaire for University employees
and will make recommendationsfrom the
findings, which are due back early next
year.
It still remains unclear whether or noi
—
S.U. employees are adequately paid
while the complaints of groups like
GRUNT still £<> unanswered

5
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Memories of
Christmases
past.

..

Everyone who celebrates Christmas has a favorite memory of past
holiday seasons. Even those who don't celebrate the holiday oftenhave
special seasonalrecollections. A fewmembers of the S.U. community

have shared some of their most memorable Christmas reminiscence
withus.

HelenDuke remembers aChristmas spent in a cabin in the Cascades

—

"A couple of years ago, Ihad to take a
Greyhound bus home for Christmas
from Seattle to Boston. It was a four day
trip, andIgot sick. It was really miserable.

But Iwould have done anything to get
home for Christmas." Mike Sheehan, junior finance major.
1

SWir

SWUf

t*

"I remember when Ifirst figured out
was five years old.I
there was no Santa.I
learned about deception, because everyone tried to tell mehe wasreal. It was my
first stab at maturity." MaryanneKrzyzaniak,Institute ofTheological Studies graduate student.

"One Christmas our whole family — my
parents, brothers and sisters, aunt anduncle, my godmother — renteda cabin in the
Cascades. It wasreal "family". we told

..

Christmas stories, went snowmobiling.
And since my brother and Iwere the
youngest, everyone convinced us we had
heard Santa andthereindeer onthe roofon
the night before Christmas." Helen Duke,
sophomore nursing student.
"When Iwas about ten, my
dad was in the National Guard, and the
Guard threw a Christmas party. All the
kids were supposed to sit on Santa's
— lap.
When it was my turn, Iwent up and
found out that it was my dad,dressed up in
a Santa suit!" Laurinda Clark, junior ultra-sound major.

"When Iwas five or six, Ikept asking
my dad for
— a model train. On Christmas
morning at six a.m. Icame downstairs and found a Pennsylvania steam engine with its track running around the
Christmas tree! Istillhavethat engine,and
it still runs." Michael Shurgot, Assistant
professor of English.

—

am Mus"Idon'tcelebrate Christmas, I
lim. But Idid celebrate Christmas one
time.When Iwas sevenor eight,I
went to
a party for kids where there was a huge
hadever
Santa Claus.It was the first timeI
seen him, and he was so big. Ithought he
was the real thing." Nita Mustapha,sophomore finance student.
JEFF ROBERTSONATHE SPECTATOR

Michael Shurgot recalls a special
childhood memory.

Halleys is coming!
by SteveGuintoli

The Mexico City earthquake, the Columbian volcano eruption, hurricanes and
floods on the East Coast, recent airplane
—
disasters related to Halley's comet or

not? Throughout the centuries disasters
and deathshave longbeen part of the fears
and myths associated with the coming of
Halley's comet. Now, the comet has come
again.
The comet will probably be most visible
oneor twohours after sunset inearly January, in the pre-dawn sky in early March
and in the evening southern sky in April.
For residents of the northern latitudes,
including Seattle, the best views of the
comet will be in January, 1986. At its
brightest moments, it willbe visible to the
naked eye, though experts recommend 7
by 50binoculars.
However, people inSeattle "should not
expect a spectacular sight," according to
John Toutonghi, Seattle University physics
professor and astronomy teacher. Because
of its unfavorable position in the sky and
the extreme levels of light pollution, this
visit ofthe comet is notconsidered by most
scientists as a spectacular event.
Since this comet is more popular than
any other, it has createdcommercial hype.
Souvenirs, news sources and shows have
made this a notorious event. There is even
an official Halley's telescope on the market.
"The last thing in the world that you
want todo is go out and buy a telescope for
Halley'scomet," warned Toutonghi. "The
publicity to sell telescopesis exploiting the
phenomenonbecause those who aregoing
to spend money are going to be disappointed."
Telescopes will be less useful to amateurs because seeing the entire comet will
be difficult. Toutonghi's advice for viewing the comet is to find some place away
from city lights, like east of Lake Sammamish oreast of theCascadeMountains.
Clear, dark nights will be best for viewing
the comet. The!*.■>>! view in the world will

be from south of the equator, like from
New Zealandor Peru.
Comets usually have long orbits away

from the sun. Halley'scomet is unique because of its short orbit,coming around the
sunabout every 76 years.
Compared to other comets, Halley's is
usually brighter. However, the brightness
is unpredictable because of the comet itself, light, air pollution and the length of
dawn and twilight.
The approaching comet is about four
miles in diameter and is a mass ofmineral
debris and space dust frozen in water,
much like a dirty snowball. As the comet
approaches the sun, someof theice evaporates into gases and carriesthe dustbehind
itsnucleus.
The nucleus gets so hot that the gases
form a glowing part around it called the
coma, getting bigger and brighter the
closer it gets to the sun. The coma extends
thousands ofmiles.
Solar wind and ultraviolet radiation
from the sun push the gas and dust away
from the sun, forming the tail stretching
50 million miles ormore.
Though prospects of sighting Halley's
comet arelimited for Seattle residents, local preparations for the event are underway. To prepare for the return of the phenomenon, interested viewers could attend
exhibits,programs and planetariums available at theSeattle Center's Pacific Science
Center and Bellevue Community College.
ThePacific Science Centeroffers workshops, the Starlab Planetarium and a
comet exhibit open in Building 5 from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday
and 10 a.m. to6 p.m. weekends.
Bellevue Community College features
groupshows and a presentation open to the
public everySaturday at 7:30 p.m. in their
planetarium inroom 8224.
Goldendale Observatory,50 miles southof
Toppenish on Route 47, offers free telescopes to use.

A second chance withHalley's
by Laurinda Clark
Most people have heard the story of
MarkTwain (SamuelClemens)being born
during the year of Halley's comet and living just long enough (76 years) to see the
comet again before dying.
Not many people get a chance to see the
comet more than once in a lifetime. My
grandma, Ola I. Robertson of Salem,
Ore., although barely missing a glance at
the comet 76 years ago, has a second
chance.
Ola recently celebrated her 96th birthday Nov. 27. She was just 20 the last time
the comet came by. Being one of the younger members of a family withnine children
whose ages varied from 12 to 40, Halley's
comet was a great event in 1910 for her

family. "It was late at night and all of us
kids werestanding out infront ofthe house
watching tosee if wecould spy the comet,"
saidOla. "Pretty soon we saw a great ball
of fire come over thehouse and it looked
like it landed in the bushes. All of us went
over to see what it was. It turned out my
brother had waded up a ball of rags and lit
it before throwingit over the house."
Ola said she neversaw the comet. Along
withher sisters and brothers, they were so
busy looking in thebushes that they missed
the comet. However, their "Halley's
comet" story has been told many times at
family gatherings throughout the years.
Due to arthritis Ola does not get around
as wellas she used to. But some night this
winter you might just findher lookingup at
the stars to see thereal Halley'scomet.
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SOA PBOX FORUM
Afghanistan: Death of a dream
Itwasa strangeplace,amysterious place. A country wheretime stood stiland western
science was barely known. People who livedthere called it "paradise." Foreigners describedit as "barbaric." It was Afghanistan and Icalledithome.
Before 1979 most of the world pretended Afghanistan didn't exist. It was a terribly
isolated country. But that same isolation protected itin an odd way from thehazards of
the20th century.
Life in the small towns went on as it always did. The streets were full of mysterious
veiled women andimposing men who woreregal turbans and fierce beards. You pushed
your way past beggars and shared the road withcamels.
It was a part of the ancient East thathad survived intact since the days ofMarco Polo.
Describing it now to strangersislike trying to tell a blind person about thebeauties of
the sunset. It wasamagic place thathad to be experiencedto bebelieved.
TheRussians invadeditonDec. 6, 1979. They invaded it,tore it,crushed itand raped
it.
Under the pretextof "liberating" the Afghanpeople, they drove their tanks down from
the northand captured the capital of Kabul.
Mohommad Daoud was the elderly,prime minister of Afghanistan in1979. The Rus-

Editorial
sians killedhim, his wife,his sons, daughtersand grandchildrenin the royalpalace.
Blood ranin the streets when the "liberators" came toKabul.
The Russians brought Afghanistan into the 20th century overnight.They introduced
propaganda, poisonous gas, political torture, aerial gunships and genocide to their Afghanneighbors.
The Soviet Union hadn't counted on meeting any heavy resistance and they didn't.
Jimmy Carter protested theinvasionbyboycotting the Summer Olympics and cuttingoff
wheat shipments temporarily to theRussians. The rest of the world politely screamedin
protest and secretly breathed a sigh of relief that theRussian bear was not in their own
back yard.
Little was done. Russiawanted Afghanistan.Russia took Afghanistan. And no one,no
one,had the courage to stand up to them, except the Afghanpeople.
They rose enmass. Intellectuals in Kabul defied the puppet regimeand were soon imprisoned and tortured. School girls marchedinprotest through the streets and wereshot.
Young men took to the mountains to starta resistancemovement against the invaders.
And Afghanistan wept tears of bloodforher people who died or wereforced toflee.
When the Russiansfound they couldn't conquerthe Afghans, they decided toexterminate them. They buried alive 60 elderly men in one village. They raped women then
threw them still alive fromhelicopters. They set fire to little children to force their parentsto reveal the locationof resistance fighters.
Dec. 6, 1985 willmark the sixth anniversary of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan.
Afghanistan has endured another year under the heel of the Russian boot, while the
UnitedStates has spentanother yeartalking about the guns itis going togive to theresistance fighters, guns that have neverarrived.
Afghanistan is dying, is almost dead.Her peopleare scattered or enslaved.Her culture
is destroyed. Herlands laid waste.
Yet the saddest thing hasn't happened to Afghanistan yet. Her people still refuse to
surrender to the Marxist puppets and their Soviet overlords. SoRussia will continue to
slaughter the Afghanpeople, until they eventually manage to kill the majority of them.
Then Afghanistan will be a graveyard, a graveyard full of my friends, my memories
and the world's guilt.
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Freedom under attack in Afghanistan
by Mohsen Azadi

*The

reasoning behind superpowerinva-

>ns has always been alongthe sameline,

the U. S. invasion in Vietnam or Korea
was to bring democracy and progress in

those countries, teh Soviets had nothing
lewss in mind as a justification for their invasion of Afghanistan. The Soviets were
"asked" to help achieve progress and democracy in a backward ocuntry under attack by reactionaries.
Afghanistan wasone ofthe world'smost
backward countries, even in the developing world. The country had less than
50,000 workers, few large industrial enterprises, and lived on credit. Unemployment, inflation, and corruption made
things still worse. 2.5 million people lived
a nomadic or semi-nomadic life.
Nomatter whichone ofthe superpowers
invades a Third World country, according
to each country's administration, the reason and explanation is sound, and it is
something thatneeds tobe done tofree the
good guys from the bad guys.
The r ..series that war brings for people
viv ocuntless, butthisis worst whenan unjust war is forced oninnocent people who
are struggling to survive. They must
ocnquer with their empty hands and bare
feet both the forces of nature andthe advanced forces of foreigh countries. The
worstocnsequences of the U.S.invasion in
Vietnam were suffered by the Vietnamese
peiople, who were living in conditions almost impossible to survive. Barefoot peo. and the
ple fighting agianst Bs2's
same could be siad ofKorea.
Now we come to AFghanistan.Here we
have the same thing.with the Soviet Union
replacing the United STates in this case.
We can write pages aobut the misery of
people, their misues and abuses, terror
and executions. What is it that makes Af-

..

ghanistan so important and tragic? Here
lies the main misery of the people in that
ocuntry— Afghanistan is a marketplace for
the Soviets, whowant to set their own values andstandards for the ocuntry, and for
the U.S., it is an opportunity for propaganda, to once more remind people that
the Russians are expansionists and brutal
dictators. The people of Afghanistan are
not the issue, but powerand international
superiorityare.
ine Kussians uiunoi expect to drownin
Afghanistan. They find themselves in a
condition where they can neither pull out
nor stay. What had started as a quick suppression of resistance turned out to be an
international conflict.
While it is true that the Soviets are
bogged downinguerrilla warfare, it isalso
true that the resistance groups inside the
ocuntry are led by many different forces,
ranging from revolutionaries and progressive nationalist forces to pro-Western
tribal chiefs and landlords. The U.S. has
been arming and promoting reactionary
forces in teh resistance, such as several Islamicgroups based in Peshawar.Pakistan,
who give non-stop interviews to western
journalistst about their "gJorious fight
against communism." These efforts by the
U.S., together with the strength of feudal
and religious traditions among sections of
the people, havegiven the backward forces
the upper hand in the anti-Soviet resistance inmost areas.
In one Soviet attack on Punjshir Valley,
the leaders of the "Islamic Society," who
had the strongestmilitary force in the valley, made no attempt to arm or mobilize
the peasants. They fled to the mountains
when the Russians attacked, leaving the
people undefended. On the other hand,
there are areas where progressive forces
are playing apredominant rolein the fighting, especially in the areas of the oppressed nationalities, such as the Hazzara

in thecentral and westernpart of the ocuntry, and the Tajiks andUzbeks in thenorth

and east.
While Afghanistan does have natural
gas fields and some other resources that
interest the Soviets,its main importance is
not in economics, but rather inhow it relates to their plans to effect a whole new re-

division ol the world in tneir tavor. As

Brezhnev and other top Soviet leaders saw
it, Afghanistan not only borders directly
on their own territory, butcontrol over Afghanistan would allow the Soviets to extend their power towards both the oil-rich
Persian Gulf and South Asia. An, just as
hasbeen the case for the U.S. inIndochina
na dCentral America, the "domino theory" also comes intoplay in a major way.
A serious defeat in Afghanistan for the Soviets could very well destabilize other
parts of their empire.
The Time (June 11, 1984) exposure of
CIA involvement and U.S. arms supplies
to the reactionary Afghan resistance
groups based in Pakistan was acknowledged by Anwar Sadat of Egypt in 198 1
Under overall Cia direction, U.S. and
Saudi Arabian money is used to buy sophisticated arms; the Chinese have supplied some arms, and together with Pakistan, have provided passsage for
shipments; and Egypthas Rlayed akey role
insupplying training for guerrillas andSoviet-made weapons obtained from the
What is revealing about this is the way
that both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. protray the resistance struggle of the Afghan
people— which has been of a broad mass
character for many years,and the strength
of which forced the Soviets to send massivenumbers of troopsinto Afghanistanin
the first place— as totally dependenton the
U.S. and "the West" for its support and
survival.It is wellknown that there areelements and groups among the Afghan
rebels who try to turn the struggle to the

.

advantageofthe U.S. andprovidecopy for
Western news agencies, and the U.S. is
working onmany fronts for its interests in
the area. But the truth of the matter is that
hte masses of people of Afghanistan are
struggling today, as they have been for
many years,against enslavement anddomination. It was as a result of the hugeuprisings of students and workersthat the proU.S. regime of Mohammad Zahir Shah
was overthrownin 1973, for example. Fol-

lowing the fall of Zahir Shah, the Soviets
beganto intensify their owneffort to bring
Afghanistan under their domination.

COMMENTARY
The movement inside AFghanistan is
the real reason for the Soviet's 1979 invasion, which exposed the imperialistic nature of the U.S.S.R. The Afhghan's struggle for freedom needs to be supported, and
their need for independenceof any foreigh
control over their ocuntry. Afghanis have
to fight, not only Soviet invaders, but any
other foreigh forces trying to take advantage of their oendition. Afghanistan is a
superpowerbattleground forcontrol ofthe
ocuntry,but the ones whoare payingfor all
this are Afghanistan and its people, the
true defenders
They got their foot in the door during the
regime of Sahir Shah's cousin, MohammadDaoud. In 1978, as popular hatred of
the regime approached a new peak and
Daoud moved towards the U.S. block by
signing a numberofeconomic andmilitary
agreements with Iran (under the Shah of
Iran) and Egypt, the Russians replaced
Daoud with Mohammad Taraki. Taraki
failed to stop the popular armed strugglein
that country, andRussia ended up putting
Babrak Karmal in power.
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Glittering,
Dazzling,
Holiday '85
Fall quarteris coming to aclose,leading
us right intotheholiday season.Mailboxes
are full of invitations to those seasonal
gatherings and glittering parties and the
Christmas rush isin full swing.
Digging to the back of the closet in
search of the perfect holiday outfit, last
years red dress or pinstripedsuit is all that
appears. The questionarises, decidingitis
just not right and the heat is on to find the
perfect look.
Holiday '85 is dazzling. Shimmers and
glitters are at their best. The fabrics are
satin. lurex and sheer, the look, fitted, to
reveal the tauntingcurves.For men,hereis
their chance to make a glamourous appearance inatuxedo or inkeeping with the
formallook. A wing tip collar shirtopen or
with a bow tie to create a style all of your
own. This season brings an array of colors
from which to choose. From metalliesof
gold and silver to the soft pastels of pink,
blue and yellow, no one will have a problemof individuality or variety.
The prospect of window shopping is appealing during this season as the stores
gearup for this big selling time. The window displays are magnificent and the

Special thanks to models Marci

Dray, Cathy Frederick, Kirn Anable, Mike Cunliffejodd Hartnett,
Corey Magnuson and Bryan Simmons and Keith Gregory of Black

Tie FormalWear.
IceRinkcourtesy of Highland Ice
Arena 546-2431.
Tuxedos courtesy of Black Tie
Formal Wear, Crossroads Mall
746-3600.

styles breath taking.
Holiday '85 is the season to step out and
make a statement.

Readyfor an evening on the town (from left to right) Mike, Corey, Bryan and
Todd are all dressed in the classic black tuxedo with tails. Matching
cumberbund andtie sets in gold, silver,powder blueand black.

Skating intothe holiday season (from left to right) Kirn is looking sleek in a
knit jumpsuit with a drop yoke waist and v-cut back in black and silver by
Hotline. Cathy reveals sheer elegancein an evening dress by Jay Jacobs with a
black velvet bodiceand metallic gold skirt trimmed in gold sequin. Marci has
style in a matching unconstructed blazer andmini in white and silver satin
by Judy Knapp accented by adusty rose silkcamisole by Robyns Nest.
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Cooking

for

Christmas

by Laurinda Clark

Whatever it is about Christmas that
makes it special for us, one thing never
seems to change, and that is the food and
fixings that are a part of the celebration.
In Charles Dickens "A Christmas
Carol," Scrooge tried to make up withhis
employee by sending the familly a goose.
The childrens story, "The Night Before
Christmas," tells of children dreaming of
sugarplums. Both stories and many other
stories, songs, and poems tell of special
foods that are meaningful to certain age
groups andcultures.
Each culture seems to have a different
food that is unique to the celebration of
Christmas and New Year's. The French
make a Bouche de Noel, which is a thin
rolled cake filled with frosting or jelly and
decorated to look like a log. The Norwegians make krumkake, which is a crisp
thin pancake similar to a crepe.
Some Americans celebrate the holiday's
with servings from the country their ancestors came from. For other families the
foods are just what has become tradition
throughthe years. Below aresome recipes
for some favorite holiday foods that have
been popular with my family and friends.
In thedays ofthe pioneers making candy
at home was a great social event. Candy
making is not that hard if you choose an
easy recipeand follow the directions carefully.

Peanut Butter Fudge
/ poundpeanut butter (2 cups)
1pound whitechocolate
3/4 cup choppednuts {peanuts, walnuts,
or own choice)
Melt chocolate over low heat, stirring
occasionally so it will not burn. Add the
peanutbutter. Stir constantly until thepeanut butter and chocolate are mixed well.
Fold in the nuts. Pour into a 9 x 9 x 2 bak-

ing pan. Place in refrigerator until hard.
Cutinto squares.
Since fudge is a popular holiday candy
for chocolate lovers, here is a rich velvety
treat that willmelt in your mouth.

ChocolateFudge
2 cups sugar
2/3 cup milk
2squares unsweetened bakingchocolate
2 tablespoons light corn syrup
2 tablespoonsbutter
1/2 teaspoonvanilla
1/2 cup walnuts or almonds chopped
In a deep sauce pan combine the sugar,
milk, and corn syrup. In a separate pan
over low heat melt the chocolate squares.
Add this to the milk mixture. Heat trie milk
mixture while stirring constantly to 234
degrees or until a little of the fudge in a
glass of water forms a soft ball. Addbutter.
Cool until the pan is luke warm without
stirring. Add the vanilla. Beat withbeaters
until it is thick and no longer glossy.
Quickly stir in the nuts. Pour into a buttered pan. When the candy is cool cut into
squares. This is a family recipe that— will
delight lovers of that buttery candy Almond Roca. This easy recipe will allow
you to makeit at home.

Of course candy is not everything for
holiday snacking. It is always nice to have
somethingspecial to washdownthe sweets
or to warmup withafter aday in thecold.
EggNog
12 eggs separated
1/2 cup ofsugar
3cups milk
1cup heavycream
1cup brandy
1cup rum
To separatethe eggs crack an egg down
the middle. Using your fingers pull the
shellsin two while at the sametime tipping
the shells upward. Carefully drain the
white into a bowl leaving the yolk in the
shell. Dump the yolk into another bowl.
Repeat withall theeggs. Be careful not to
letany yolk intothe whitesifa yolk breaks.
Beat the eggyolks until they are thick and
lemon colored. Gradually beat in the
sugar. Carefully stir in the brandy and
rum. Cover and chill at least 1hour. Just
before serving pour yolks into a large
bowl.Stir in themilk. Beategg whites until they are stiff andpeaksform. Fold them
intothe eggmixture. Whip the creamuntil
thick. Fold the cream into the eggs. Dust
with nutmeg and serve. This recipe is also
good without the brandy andrum for children and adults.

Christmas Punch
1quart cranapple juice
2 cans lemonade concentrate (6 ounces
each)

1/2 gallon YinRose wine
2 28-ounce bottles 7-Up
1fifthChampagne
To serve this in a decorativewaypour 7Up into a salad ring,place washed boughs
of holly in the ring and freeze. Mix the remaining ingredients in a punch bowl.
When ready to serve remove 7-Up ring
from the freezer. Dip in hot water quickly
to loosenthe edges. Place ring inthe punch
bowl for decorative ice.
Hot Wine Punch
112-ounce can ofapplejuice
112-ounce can oforangejuice
1/2 gallon Chianti wine
112-ounce can oflemonade
1tablespoon wholecloves
1tablespoonCardamon Seed
2 cinnamon sticks
In large kettle mix juices using half the
recommended amount ofwater. Add wine.
Ina fine cloth, likecheese cloth,place the
spices and tie into a bag. Put the bag into
the kettle to soakup. Heat the contents until hotand serve (rememberto remove bag
before serving).
For those children and adults who love
hot cocoa here is a recipe that will warm
thehands and heartsof many.
Christmas Cocoa
2 cups ofmilk
2 squares ofmeltedunsweetened chocolate
sugar
nutmeg

AlmondRoca
1poundbutter (do not use margarine)
2 cups choppedalmonds
2 cups sugar
Using a cast iron skillet and a wooden
spoon melt the butter over low heat. Add
the sugar while stirring constantly. Bring
to a boil over medium heat, arid boilhard
for 5 minutes stirring constantly so it will
not burn. Cook another 5-7 minutes.Pour
mixtureon a cookiesheet. Melt 1package
of chocolate chips over low heat. When
melted spread the chocolate on the Roca.
Sprinkle with chopped almonds. When
coolbreak the candy intopieces.

cinnamon
whippedcream ormarshmellows
In a sauce pan combine the milk and
chocolate. Add enough sugar (about 1/3 of
a cup) to make it sweet to your own taste.
When heated through pour into mugs,
sprinkle withnutmeg and cinnamon. Add
whipped cream or marshmallows if desired.

Christmas is not just a time for sweets
and special drinks. It is also a time to eat

good dinners and to have special dips and
cheeses around the house to munch on.

Herb CurryDip
1cup mayonnaise
1/2 cup sour cream
1/2 teaspoonsaladherbs
1/4 teaspoonbasil
1/4 teaspoontarragon
1/4 teaspoon marjoram
1/2-1 teaspooncurry
1tablespoonminced celeryleaves
1tablespoon minced onion
11/2 teaspoonslemon juice
1/2 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
1/2 can water chestnuts finely chopped
Mix ingredients together. Chill. This is
good served with crackers, chips or vegetables for dipping.

Crunchy VegetableDip

1cupplain yogurt
1cup sour cream

18-ounce can of waterchestnuts
2 tablespoons green onions chopped
1tablespoonbeefflavor bouillon
2 tablespoonsfinely choppedparsley
1teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
1/4 teaspoongarlic salt

Chop the waterchestnuts into fine
pieces. In bowl, combine the ingredients

until well blended. Chill2hours and serve
with vegetables.
Christmas and New Year's is a time of
lights, candlelight, Christmas lights, firelight and more. We see lights through
many different windows during our lifetime. Themedieval people thought stained
glass windows were not only a source of
light but a work of art that showed devotion
to God. While cookies are not exactly
made withyears ofhardlaborand devotion
to God, they can giveus light. This recipe
for Christmas Window Cookiesis goodfor
both eating enjoyment and for decorating
the Christmas tree.

Christmas Window Cookies
1/2 cup butter
1/2 cup shortening
1cupsugar
1egg

1teaspoonvanilla
2 cupsflour
1/2 teaspooncreamoftartar
1/2 teaspoonsoda
1/4 teaspoonsalt
4 rolls oflifesaver fruit candies, sorted
andcrushed

In a bowl cream shortening, butter and
sugar together. Add the egg and vanilla,
mixing throughly. Mix flour, cream of tartar, soda and salt together. Gradually add
to the egg mixture.When throughly mixed
chill in refrigerator 1/2 hour. After time is
up take part ofthe dough and roll out on a
floured board. Cut various Christmas
shapes using cookie cutters. Placecookies
on a cookie sheet covered with aluminum
foil. Using a thimble or a smaller cookie
cuttercut out the centersof the cookies and
removethe dough. Fill the centers withthe
crushed candy (red, green or yellow centers show up the best). Bake in a 400 degree oven for 6-8 minutes. The centers
should be melted. Cool the cookies a few
minutes before removing from the cookie
sheets. Repeat with more dough.

Now that Ihave shared some of my recipes with you, remember that Christmas

andNew Year's is not just a time ofreceiving but a time of sharing and giving. Ifyou
know someone that is hungry or just needs
some cheering up because they are alone,
make a basket of fruit, cheese and candy
and perhaps youcan give someone the gift
of the Christmas Spirit. Have a very Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
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Seattle Scene

Have holidays lost their meaning?
thanks not only for alittle time off but for
those whomade the day one to remember.

by the store for more information. REI is
located at 1525-11 Aye. near S.U.

Dec. 25 is Christmas, a time of rejoicing
amongmany ancient cultures. Christmas
is a holiday to commemorate the birth of
Jesus Christ (a feastof the nativity) not the
birth of new "Cabbage Patch" dolls or
talking teddy bears!

DID YOU KNOW, the largest mince
pie was 2,260 pounds, measuring 20 by
5 feet,baked at Ashby-de-la-Zouch,
Leicestershire, England, Oct.15, 1932?
DINNER:WithChristmas only 20 days

away Mom's cooking is starting to sound

better by the minute. But before you go
home for Mom's cooking you have to do
something to celebrate making it through
finals. THE ALEXIS HOTEL AND
RESTAURANT, located at First and
Madison,offers 54rooms anda lavishrestaurant all in the "European tradition."
The food at THE ALEXIS restaurant is
delightfully pleasing to the palate. Everything, andImean EVERYTHING, offered
on themenuis from thePacific Northwest
— salads, vegetables, meats, ice creams
and hors d'oeuvres. Irecommend the Ribeye steak served with Walla Walla onion
sauce. The steak is preparedany way you
like it and topped with a delicious, sweet
onion sauce. TheBib salad is served witha
rose vinegar dressing and topped with
Northwest vegetables. The menu states
that all the foods served are chemical free
and authentically from the Pacific Northwest. The only thing Ifound not from
"around here" was the Starbuck's coffee,
but of course that was bought at the local
Starbuck's store. So ifyou want something
to brag about over the holidays visit THE
ALEXIS and enjoy foods of the Pacific
Northwest.

THE HOLIDAYS are just around the
cornerand so is your Christmas shopping.
Youcan already feel the warmth of holiday
cheer in the air. So during December go
out and enjoy the sights and sounds of the
city. Go window shopping after Dec 15 to
by Lance R. Tormey
seeFrederick and Nelson's annual window
displays. The displays are unlike any you
have ever experienced. Take a break, grab
some cash amake a day of shopping, walk"God rest youmerry, gentlemen,
ing and talking. The Bon, Federick and
Let nothingyou dismay, For Jesus
Nelson, Jay Jacobs and Nordstrom are all
Christ; our Saviour,
within walking distance of Seattle UniverWasborn upon this day."
sity. Ifrunning from store to store through
therain (or snow)is not the way youlike to
Anonymous, OldCarol
shop, don't forget about Northgate Mall,a
ten minute drive North on 1-5. Over 50
specialty shops and various restaurants
await you. What else is there to do? Have
Have holidays lost their significance? you forgotten that REI CO-OP is right
Has Christmas become a commercial hathe street? REI offers everything to
ven for toy manufacturers? So many times down
you busy during the winter months.
keep
I've heard people define holidays as a For $10 a day anyone can rent cross-coun"time to relax." So many times I've seen try skis and enjoy themselves while skiing
people fill the bars and restaurants during
downPike Street. For a better deal rent the
Veterans Day or Columbus Day enjoying
skis for three days for only $15 or $30 for a
their "time off." Many people do not pay week. Regular downhill skis willbe availaattention to the lives that were lost or the ble for rent during December. Callor stop
lands that were discovered. Yes, we love
our holidays but too many times we tendto
forget what weare reallyhonoring. So the
next time yousit downfor a hearty feast or
return home for a "relaxing holiday"give

.

"News you
"
can't get anywhere else.
Dorm delivery available.

Call 464-2796.

DIFFERENT: Three weeks ago Irecommended visiting the Seattle Pacific Science Center's Laserium. This week Iwant
to tell you about anotherexciting visual experience. THE OMNIDOME, located on
Pier 59 next to the Seattle Aquarium, is
currently showing "The Grand Canyon"
and "Mt. St. Helens." TheOmnidome is a
movie house that lets the viewer experience whattheypaid for. Ifyou have a weak
stomach this is definitely not your kindof
fun.But ifyou feel like taking a "hair raising"ride over the Grand Canyon then you
have come to the right place. Call the OMNIDOME for show times and dates.
AFTER THE SHOW, how about dessert? The places to go on Capital Hill are
Baskin-Robbins, Haagen
unlimited
Dazs, The Pacific Dessert Company and
many others. Just let your sweet toothlead

—
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need to make that responsibility pay off.
It's a big challenge with big rewards. First of all, you're a Navy pilot.
And after only four years you'll be earning over $30,000. Plus there is
an outstanding benefits package: 30 days' paid vacation earned each
year, low-cost life insurance, and many tax-free allowances.

Subscribe today to the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer

To qualify, you must have a BS or a BA, be 28 or younger, pass
aptitude and physical exams, qualify for security clearance and be
willing to relocate. U.S. citizenship is required.
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Exotic music offers
exam comfort
by Stinson W.Mars

Finalexams areright up under ournoses
and not smelling very appetizing.
— We're
stressed out and need to relax but how?
While wereach for that fifth cup of coffee,
a voice in the back ofour minds whispers,
"concert, concert" yet the last thing we
need is to forego study and shake our
groove thing. Fortunately, the International Students Center on campus anticipated such a problem andhave brought us
music lovers a solution.
This Friday, Dec. 6, the International
Student Center welcomes the renowned
setar and santur artist, Dr. Dariush Safvat
to Pigott auditorium. The cost is $10 foran
evening
— of sheer calmness and concentration just what we crave for finals week.
Safvat willbe accompanied by collabostudent and accompanist Gholam
Hussein Ataic. In the following interview
Ataie explains a few theories in traditional
persianmusic and the goals of his teacher,
Safvat.
rator,

Q:How did Safvat's interest in traditionalPersianmusic begin?
A:ln his childhood Safvat was instructed by his father and grandfather in
the playing of the setar and later on, the
santur. As he became older, he began
studying both instruments with wellknown masters such as Abul Hasan Saba
and Mohammad Irani Mojarrad. From
these teachers Safvat learned the technique involved in the playing of theinstruments
the technique in these arts, as
well as other arts like calligraphy and
painting, is a means to an end. They (the
techniques) are not ends in themselves.
The end to which Irefer is equanimity, a
calmness andcollectiveness and the goal
of music, especiallly Safvat's music, is
rather like a two-sided coin. On the one
hand there is absolute calmness to be
gained from the music and on the other
there is focused concentration.
Q:What is the point then to this dichotomy, calmness vis-a-vis concentration?
A:The purpose is for thehuman beingto
focus and calm down inwardly. Think of
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themusic as anadvanced science that deals
with the human spirit. Traditionally, thisis

the way Persians thought of it; we did not
analyzemusic and whatit does instead, we
experienced it and it achieved the goals
I've explained. Basically, it makes us feel
good.
(J:Is it as equally entertaining then?
A:Well,Idonot want to refute the entertaining value of music,but SafvatandIare
moreconcerned withthe elements of mysticismandequanimity inthe art
Safvat is constantly saying that he's notagainst
surface excitement or entertainment in
music. There's obviously a place for it.
Look at the popularity of pop music. As
I've said, this traditional music is concerned with deeper things; it is a music
rooted in culture and theIslamic religion.
Islamic religion is not concerned with music that is associated withcarnal desires.
Q:Since Safvat beganplaying the traditional instruments (setar,santur)have
they become more popular inIran? Are
people discovering or re-discovering an
interest in traditional Persian music?
A:Yes, for both questions. Safvat is the
man who established the Center for the
Preservation and Propagation of Iranian
Music in Tehran in1968. This institution
educates talented young musicians in the
philosophy andethics of Persian music, as
well as sustain the talents ofelder mystics
and provide them with talented students to
pass their knowledge on to.
Q:Did Safvat find non-Persian, especially Western culture, students inter-
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VOLUNTEER VICTIM ADVOCATE POSITIONS AVAILABLEwith the King Co. Prosecutor's Victim Assistance Unit either
Criminal Division or Juvenile Section.
Learn about the criminal justice system
while helpins victims of crime. Training
provided, credit available. Prefer those
with office experience, good communication skills, ability to make a time comI mitment.CRIMINAL DIVISION; Ralyn, 583I 4441( JUVENILE SECTION; Deborah,3432625

$16,040JOBS
GOVERNMENT
$59,230/yr. Now Hiring. Call 805-6871 6000, Ext. R-6111 for current federallist.
Encyclopedia Bntannica and year book
I excellentcondition. $200 firm . 932I 4633 1958Editions
H.E. Bill Hathaway
I 4001 41st Aye. S.W.
Seattle WA 98116
for .maH$60.00 P« HUNDRED
ing letters from home! Send self-addressed, stamped envelope for informa| tton/apphcation. Associates, Box 95-B,
Roselle, NJ 07203.
I
1 JOBSFOR ARTISTS
Formore information
please send a stamped
I
I selfaddressed envelope
Wood, P.O. Box 161,
I toC.
Sumner,
WA 98390
I
ENGLISH TUTOR, experienced. Back
ground: Cambridge University and London School of Economics. Private tutorI ing
to meet individual needs. Emphasis:
I
comprehension,
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cellophanes,
From cuts to perms to
HairMasters trained stylistsmake
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you feel great about YOU!
Always
FREE ProteinConditioning
Treatment with any service.
.._,.,.,,,
(whenyou mentionthisad.)
HAIR STYLING FOR MENANDWOMEN.
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AP
215 BROADWAY E. 4141 UNITED WAY N.E.
545-7237
328-5412

M

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

■ diction, writing,reading
etc 782-9022

STUDENT INTERNSHIPS
City of Seattle
$8
I 45 Per hour
SECRETARIAL AND WORD PROCESSING
SERVICES 24 hour phone dictation, student
rates,pick-up and delivery, term papers,the■ ses, resumes 526-1789.

"

JJ

| TYPISTS - $500 weekly at home! Write: P.O.
Box 975, Elizabeth, NJ 07207

,

ested in Persian music when he began
teaching at Paris' Sorbonne?
A:Safvat had many Western students
very interested in the music. He taught at
theSorbonne from 1960 to 1965, and that
is wherehe really began to think about establishing a center in his native Tehran.
Some non-Persian students have become
famous setar players, one that comes to
mindis Jean During.(Laughing) Iam also
one of his somewhat famous students. In
fact,I'vebeen inyour part ofthe worldbefore. Itaught for awhile at theuniversity in
Eugene, Ore.
youknow, many people ask Dr. Safvat why he is intent upon
propagating this calming type of music in
today's hectic world and he responds that
because the world is so hectic, there is a
greater need for anti-stress music than
ever before.
And with a few killer finals coming up
next week, I
can say that thereis definitely
an exigency for anti-stress, absolutely concentrated, relaxing music. See you at the
auditorium.
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Need a paper typed7Resurr.es,papers typed professionally. Speedy
service. All papers at student rates.
Call Linda at: 547-9709.

*

supervise homework,

j

MUNICIPAL GOV'T INTERN: Asst with Water j
Dept's demand forecasting program; asst j
vvith integrating conservation effects into j

forecast medels; research and writing skills I
neededd.Applicant shouldbe Jr, SrorGrad j
studentin econ, bus or public admin,poli sci
or cjvj| enqr.

Seattle University Child Developm« nt Center is enrollins children
ases 2 to 6 for full or part time care.
Open 7 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
dents aR d staff receive a discount.

|

?u
Call 626-5394.

ACCOUNTING CO-OP INTERN; Asst Comptrailer'sOffice with prep of workingpapers (
for several funds, include all info necessary |
to substantiate portions of City's Compre-|

""pTp KS£
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shOuld toe JrorSr in actg or bus admin.

Tq obtajn
infor/application; come to
pfcrsonne| Dept 710 2ndAye Rm 446
or ca|t 595-7996 or 625-7987. Deadline to ap-

|

j

ply is Mon., 12-2-815. Aalede.
ACADEMIC PAPERS TYPED. $2.75 per doubleI
spaced page, using word processor andI
daisywheel printer. Free pick-up, delivery'
within city limits. Work guaranteed (li-J
censed). 367-6858
TYPIST NEAR CAMPUS. Students, busi
pess' |
ega|' resumes, office organization,
etc Sense of humor, some genius. 325- I

„

Paper needs to be typed? 14 years expe- I

rience. Friendly/fast service/students I
rates. Help withediting.Campus pick up
Deliverly.Call Lynda 547-9709
LOVING DAY CARE PERSON needed |
Monday-Thursday afternoon in Madrona. |
$5.00 per hr. Own transportation Non I
Smoker. Call 322-1863afternoon and evening.
TYPIST Papers, Resumes Letters Poetry, Tape
Transcription, Editing. 324-6283 Judith Co-

-
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Financial AidHotline

Dissatisfied with your Award?
Ca Bob Fu||er at Benefit Data Inc.
before preparing your FAF
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Wishing you a Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
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Joe Maasen, Allison Westfall, David Ellinger, Laura Huber, James Gore, Conrad
Chavez, Patty Unfred, Peggy Whitlow, Dave Betz, Tracy Robles, David Hankins,

I

Loring Singleton, Debbie Sweet, Jane Huber, Bob Brown, Judson Poland, David Ur-

II
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S.U. Sports
Chiefs get first win
by TimHuber

The Seattle University men's basketball
team pulled out an 87-74 victory over Simon Fraser University Saturday night at
Connolly Center.
The Chieftains trailed by six points at
halftime but rallied to pick up their first
victory of the season after three setbacks.
"It really feels good considering our
road trip," said new coach Bob Johnson,
about his first victory as Chieftain coach.
He said the team "played extremely well"
against Simon Fraser.
Despite blowing an eight point lead
early in the game the team "showed they
have a lot of guts and a lot of spirit," said
Johnson.
Johnson attributed the use of a press as
the turning point of the game. "The momentum just continued to roll," said Johnson, as the press took it's toll on the visitors.

Team unity and their

recent

road trip

were also factors in the team's first win.
"We learned a lot," said Johnson, referring

to the road trip. The Chiefs went 0-3 with
losses to Eastern Washington University,
the University of Montanaand the University of Idaho, on their seasonopeningroad
swing. Poor weather conditions forced the
squad to spend a night in one hotel room
while stranded at Sea-Tac Airport. Fortunately, the team is attempting to develop a
family atmosphere. The night in close
quarters "helpedus agreat deal" indeveloping such anattitude, said Johnson.
Scott Harris and Kevin Bailey led the
way in scoring for S.U., with 28 and 23
points, respectively. Bob Hieltjes canned
28 for Simon Fraser. S.U. outrebounded
Simon Fraser 36-25. John Moretti dished
out eight of the 26 assists by the Chiefs,
whileSimon Frasercould manage only 12.
Only 250 fans viewed the game, braving
Seattle'sharsh weather conditions.

Ski schedule announced
by TimHuber

The Seattle University Ski Club will
take its ski trips to the Snoqualmie Pass
area on Wednesday nights and Crystal
Mountain on Sundays.
AdditionalSki trips willbe offered. The
schedule for the trips is:
Big Mountain Dec. 12-17
Whistler/BlackcombJan. 17-20
White Pass Jan. 25-26
Snoqualmie Pass Feb. 1-2
Banff, Canada March 13-19
The ski club is also participating in the
N.C.S.A. intercollegiate ski league and in
city league races. The city league races are
handicapped so allskiers willbe competetive. City league racesare held Wednesday
nights at Ski Acres and Sundays and at
Crystal Mountain.

TheN.C.S.A. race schedule is:
Crystal Mountain Jan. 11-12
Whistler MountainJan. 17-18
White Pass Jan. 25-26
Snoqualmie Pass Feb. 1-2
The Ski Club is offering racing clinics

"guaranteed to improve your overall skiing." The clinics will be taught by racing

coaches and will include gaterunning and
modern racing techniques.

For moreinformation about theSkiClub
contact Brad 243-8175, Mike 762-2718 or
655-1072 or call the Intramiral office at

626- 5305.

Men go 03 on trip
by Marcus Keese

Seattle University mens basketball team
lost their first threeroad games last week.
Leaving hazardous weather conditions
in Seattle, the Chieftains arrived in Spokane, Wash., just in time to check into
their hotel and depart for Eastern Wash,
pavillion for game one.
TheChieftains knew they would have to
play smart to be successful on this road
trip. The men did all they could to accomplish their gameplan.
"We played well early in the game, executing both offensively and defensively.
Our full-court press caused several turnovers for thembut we didnot capitalize on
their mistakes," saidCoach Johnson.
Kevin Bailey lead the Chieftains with20
points, Scott Harris added 16 points, and
Chris Simmons chipped in 14 points and
grabbed 10 rebounds. Despite their efforts, S.Ulost 83-64.
After this first dissappointment, the
Chiefs traveled to Montana University.
Montanta's starting lineup included a
6"10 ", 6'11 ", and69"infront court. Despite Montana's heavyartillary, theChiefs
came out tough and obtained a 16-13 lead
after only 10 minutes of play. Montana
creeped back into the game and tied the
score just before the end of the half. From
that moment on it was an uphill climb.

Lady Chieftain balances
hoop and new husband
by Allison West fall

Balancing a full school load, playing

saidtook a lot of thinking about the adjustments and time spent in schoolandbasket-

collegiatebasketball,workingparttimeon
the weekends, sounds like a near impossible task for a college student. But if you

ball.
Taylor-Crow said she and her husband
Dave came to the decision that the school-

add on being married and managing a
house you have a quick overview of Lisa
Taylor-Crow's life.

ing she had started and playing basketball
were important enough for her that it
wouldbe worththe busy schedulesand not
seeing eachother.
"We decided that it really wasn't that
long of a time. Two years is small compared to the 50 or 60 years we plan on being together a lot," Taylor-Crow said.

Taylor-Crow is a juniorelementaryedu-

cation major and a starting pointguard for
Seattle University's Lady Chieftain basketball team. Making the decision to get
married in April last year, Taylor-Crow

£uL

The Chieftains' 92-46 loss to Montana
rendered a more severe blow than this
score can indicate. "We didn't get theshots
we wanted. Three of our starters shot under 50 percent from the field," said Johnson. Scott Harris lead the Chieftains with
16 points, Chris Church contributed 10
points and 10 rebounds respectively.
The Chieftains had yet another test
awaiting for them inIdaho against the Vandals. This time the Chieftains did not get
off to a good start. Four of their five
starters shot under 50 percent from the
field. "The men played very hard. Iwas
pleased with their effort but it was evident
that they lost alot from thelast game," said
Johnson.
John Morreti lead the Chiefs with 10
points, Steve McNulty scored 9 points,
Chris Church added 8 points and 7 rebounds. BrianLockart came off the bench
to contribute 6 rebounds. "Idaho had an
opportunity to seeus play. Their defense
forced us into taking poor shots. We will
correct this by going back to some of our
basic drills.It'sreal easy for players to forget the little techniques when learning a
new system. These road trips are the
teaching stagesof our season, therefore we
will keepour headsupandbe verypositive
about the season ahead," said Johnson.
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Authentic
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Study andTravel in China's Heartland
and Other Regions.
Chinese studies.
An unforgettableprogram for college students with an interest in science and/or
features
extensive travel
program
uniqueexchange
University,
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through
Pacific
Lutheran
Offered
of China.
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University
in
Sichuan
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study
at
Chengdu
throughout China as part of
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Sailors finish in third
Classified: Interested in a sport that
gives youpleasure,excitementand that everyone ofallages can participate in.Know
the sport? Please respondback quickly.
It's sailing.
Sailing team is relatively new at Seattle
University. It has existed for two years.

Theclub has fifty membersand the sailing
team, apart of the sailing club, has fifteen
members.
Thia Fall the team did well, finishing
third overall behind University of Washington and Western Washington University. Finishing third is excellent because of
tough competition from University of Oregon, Oregon State, University of British
Columbia,and University of Victoria.

" In two
major regattas, the Seattle University's first and the Fall W.W.U. regatta,

the teamplacedrespectable thirdsin both.
The team also finished consistently in the
top half of the fleet during the rest of the

there are no superstars (on the
team). There is consistency. It is a team's
effort."
Both Clarkson and Williams want
" to
college sailing is not a rich
man sport." To see how this is true let's
look at a typical weekend regatta (or sailing tournament). If sevenschools show up
withan A and a B team from each school,
fourteen races would be sailed during the
course of the weekend. Competitors
switch boats each race so that no team has
an equipment advantage or disadvantage.
Only sailing skills and strategy determine
the winner. The small college would have
as much chance to win as the rich school
that could afford extravagantequipment.

Team member, Dan Clarkson, felt that

S.U.s consistent participation in every
race was" the main factor of the team's
success. We're the onlyschool out of the
15 schools in our district that showed up
for every race. Thatdetermination is what
third place," said Clarkson. Another team member Todd Williams
got us

■JByfl
■jB

The members are doing yearly maintenance on the boatsand staying in shape by
skiing.
Future fundraising willinclude a dance
the beginning of winter quarter and
more film festivals.
at

The sailing team will race next on January 18 and 19atU.ofW.
BB

Moonlighters 2-6
Double Vision 0-8
" Qualified for Playoffs, Dec. 4-7
IM Volleyball Final Standings (Playoff
>ualifiers Only)
RED
Smacky's Slammers
What's Our Name?
JV's
Manini Vice
Terminators
GREEN
Miami Mice
Jerry's Kids
YFIO's
Epileptics
Spikers
BLUE

"
"
"
"

Snails 6-1
StaffInfection 5-2
Suicidal T's 5-2
Schlappys4-3
Commuters 3-4
Digital Death 2-5
Septini Tanks 1-6
Anti-Schlappees 0-7

fundraising topay for the team's travelling
and other expenses. At the beginning of

Since the team finished the fall season,
they are getting ready for winter sailing.

" XavierHollanders 7-1
"
7-1
" Hoochers
Deaf Power 3-5

BLACK

Since then Sailing team does not get any
funds, from S.U., the team members rely
onprivate donation,their ownmoney, and

quarter.

RED

IMFootball Final Standings
ORANGE
" Gumby 6-1
"
5-1
" Bulldogs
69ers5-2
" Stimulators4-3
Seattle Sailors 3-4
SushiEaters 2-4
Reivax 2-5
ABS0-7
BLUE
" Good,Bad,Ugly 6-2
"
Heads 6-2
" Melon
Nookie Squad4-4
Pinheads 3-5
Copenhagen0-8

stress that

the quarter, the club hosted a successful
dance. Later, on October 26, the club
hosted a film festival in Pigott Auditorium
which had attracted 400 sailors from
throughout Seattle toour campus!

%

S.U. Intramurals

added,"

by Thertsak Sac Tung
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Married hoopster
Shecredits most ofher abilitly to juggle
sucha busy schedule with theunderstanding that her husband gives her. "It helps
when you don't have to go home at midnight exhausted and explain why you're
tired."
Taylor-Crow said her husband was very
supportive of her playing basketball. Although his schedule keeps him from attending her games, he did help her train
and get into shape for this season.
She said there were some problems relating to other members of the team. "I'm
kind of different. When all the girls get to-

gether to do something on the weekend, I
have more responsibilities and can't go.
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I'm not as carefree as they are."
Sheadded that there wasone team member who recently got engaged that she
could relate to with problems of balancing
school and anoutside life.
Being married has not changed her
goals.She plans on graduatingandeventually teaching elementary school. She
wants to keep in shape and maybe some
day teach children how to playbasketball.
But for now she is still juggling a busy
scheduleand trying tokeepin contact with
her husband. "The time we do spend together is real quality time." And the times
spent on road games? "Well, there's always the telephone."
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The MarksmanshipClub willhold its shotgun, rifle and pistol shooting at the range.
Vans willleaveXavier at 2:15 p.m.
Members of the financial aid staff willbe
availableto answer questions andto distribute 1986-87 Financial Aid Forms from7:30
a.m. to 6:30 p.m. at the Chieftain, Tabard
Inn, Market Place and Campion Tower

The Seattle University Chorale and Chamber Singers, under the direction of visiting
instructor Roupen Shakarian, will present a
program of Christmas music at 8 p.m., Dec.
6, in the Campion chapel. The concert will
feature works by Schubert, Handel, Britten
andassortedmadrigals.

Amnesty International will meetat 4p.m.
in Marian 144.

Men'sbasketball: S.U. vs.PacificLutheran
University, 9 p.m. in Connolly Center.

Beta Alpha Psi will hold its Christmas
Party at 7 p.m. at the Madison Hotel. All
members and pledges are invited.
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Fallquarter grade reports willbemailedto
students' home addresses Dec. 17. If you
wishgrades tobe mailed elsewhere, fill out a
temporary change of address form at the
Registrar's office before leavingcairipus.
Apply now for fall, winter and springquarter work inSafety andSecurity Services. Immediate field positions available for workstudy and non work-study students. Apply
inperson at the campus security office.

OnOct. 1, the VeteransAdministration issued Washington state beneficiaries whoreceivepayments under the protectedpension
plan their annual "eligibility verification report"(EVR). This reportmust be returned no
later than 90 days after its issue. It replaces
the old annualincome questionnaire.
For payments to continue on an uninterruptedbasis, the annual report must be received and processedby Dec. 10, 1985.
On Dec. 1, 1985 individuals in receipt of
benefits under the new "improvedpension"
plan will begin receiving their annual reports. Not all individuals on the improved
plan will receive the eligibility verification
report at the same time. These reports will
be issued on a staggered basis throughout
the year, with each recipient receiving only
one report request per year. These reports
must be received and processed within 60
days to preventinterruptioninpayment.
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Looking Ahead
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MEDICAL
SCHOLARSHIP
OPPORTUNITY
Full scholarship assistance for
all four years of Medical or
Osteopathie school, with a yearround income.
Tuition, books and educational fees are all included
in the Navy's Health Professions Scholarship Program. Along with $596 a month to help you with
your living expenses And you have the opportunity
to gain real experienceduring the summer in
clinical and research clerkships at Navy Medical
Centers.
Upon completion of school and internship you
begin serving as a member of one of the world's
finest medical teams. At a starting salary of $35,000
or more a year.
To qualify, you must be accepted to or be currently
enrolled in an AMA or AOA approved school of
Medicine or Osteopathy
Senior pre-med students, who have applied to an
AMA or AOA approved school, should inquire
immediately.
For full details on the Navy's Health Professions
Scholarship, phone or write the local Navy medical

representativeat:
Recruiting district. Seattle
7500 sand point way nc
naval station. bldq 3o
seattle. wa 9slls

®Naw

(206) 526-3043

TOLL FREE
1-800-582-4009 WITHIN WA
1-800-426-3626 OUTSIDE WA

